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Abstract

Developing algorithms that identify potentially illegal trade
shipments is a non-trivial task, exacerbated by the size of
shipment data as well as the unavailability of positive train-
ing data. In collaboration with conservation organizations,
we develop a framework that incorporates machine learning
and domain knowledge to tackle this challenge. Modeling the
task as anomaly detection, we propose a simple and effective
embedding-based anomaly detection approach for categorical
data that provides better performance and scalability than the
current state-of-art, along with a negative sampling approach
that can efficiently train the proposed model. Additionally, we
show how our model aids the interpretability of results which
is crucial for the task. Domain knowledge, though sparse and
scattered across multiple open data sources, is ingested with
input of domain experts to create rules that highlight action-
able results. The application framework demonstrates the ap-
plicability of our proposed approach on real world trade data.
An interface combined with the framework presents a com-
plete system that can ingest, detect and aid in the analysis of
suspicious timber trades.

1 Introduction

International trade of wood and forest products is a ma-
jor component of the global trade of renewable natural re-
sources. While there is substantial legal trade involving tim-
ber products, illegal logging and trade of illegally sourced
wood products threatens ecosystems and livelihoods world-
wide, deprives governments of revenues, and is often associ-
ated with other activities like corruption and illicit financial
flows (Lawson and MacFaul 2010). Timber that are at risk
of being illegally harvested or traded from entering the US
market are referred to as high risk timber.

Illegal logging is the third largest category of transna-
tional crime with an annual retail value estimated to be be-
tween $52 and $157 billion as of May 2017. The United
States is the world’s largest importer of timber products by
value, totalling $51.5 billion in 2017 (22% of all global im-
ports). Wiedenhoeft and others 2019 determined a signifi-
cant portion of retailers are involved in mislabelling or mis-
representation of timber species. Trade records are consid-
ered suspicious when they have a higher likelihood of item
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Figure 1: System overview of the application framework.

mislabelling, fraud or pertain to high risk timber.
For our target users which are comprised of the govern-
ment agencies, current approaches for detecting suspicious
transactions involve experts or analysts inspecting individual
trade records (bills of lading). They do not possess tools that
are specific to the timber trade or that use machine learning.
The size and complexity of trade data suggests an automated
approach that incorporates timber-specific domain knowl-
edge and highlights potentially suspicious records which can
lead to further investigation or action by authorities. Domain
specific data sources about high risk timber species which
can be used to find suspicious transactions are crucial but
scattered or incomplete and require enrichment and extrac-
tion with inputs from domain experts. While post-hoc anal-
ysis of a record may reveal whether a record was suspicious,
ground truth data are unavailable as of yet to train a model.

Anomaly detection algorithms have been applied for de-
tecting fraudulent activities, with the intuition that they can
detect relatively infrequent records that do not conform to
usual patterns. While some previous approaches rely on sta-
tistical anomalies in terms of weight, volume or declared
dollar values, such numerical attributes are not available in
all cases, including ours. Unexpected co-occurrences are of-
ten present across attributes of transactions and it is assumed
that identification of such anomalous patterns can detect sus-
picious transactions (Das and Schneider 2007). Examples of
such anomalies that might signify suspicious transactions in-
clude a shipper exporting goods they do not usually trade in,
or a consignee importing goods through a port without prior
precedence. Thus we formulate the given task as a problem
of unsupervised anomaly detection in categorical data, com-
bined with ingestion, enrichment and application of domain
knowledge that detects suspicious timber trades (see Fig-
ure 1). Such frameworks do not exist currently and there is a
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critical need for a better decision support system for assess-
ing trade data for potential anomalies.

Our contributions are as follows: (1) An end-to-end ap-
plication framework that combines our anomaly detection
model with targeted domain knowledge with a user interface
for detecting potentially suspicious records in trade data.
(2) A new embedding based unsupervised anomaly detec-
tion approach for categorical datasets. (3) A simple and ef-
ficient negative sampling approach for multivariate categor-
ical data is proposed that is used in training our model. (4)
Interpretability of model output utilizable by end-users.

2 Related Work

Anomaly detection has been studied in the context of appli-
cations such as cybersecurity, fraud, social networks and law
enforcement (Aggarwal 2017). Goldstein and Uchida (2016)
provide a detailed survey on unsupervised anomaly detec-
tion techniques in continuous valued data. Fraud detection
based on anomaly detection in trade and financial records
have been proposed in works such as Das and Schnei-
der (2007) and Abdallah, Maarof, and Zainal (2016). Trans-
action fraud detection approaches have also used methods
such as actor specific transaction sequences or profiles (Lp
and others 2018). These approaches are not readily applica-
ble to our case given the characteristics of trade data.

Unlike graph, sequence or spatial data, categorical data
does not have implicit distance measures (Zhang et al.
2015). Some of the approaches for unsupervised anomaly
detection in categorical multivariate data are distance or
density based, frequency and itemset based, and informa-
tion theoretic (Taha and Hadi 2019). Many of these ap-
proaches have limitations in terms of accuracy and scalabil-
ity. Proposed in Das and Schneider (2007), Condition cal-
culates the conditional probability of a record based on at-
tribute sets of size k and combines them using heuristics that
cover the entire set of attributes. Some notable information
theoretic approaches are Krimp (Vreeken and others 2011;
Smets and Vreeken 2011), Comprex (Akoglu et al. 2012) etc.
While these methods outperform previous methods, they are
not scalable. Comprex, one of our baselines, has time com-
plexity in order of O(t2), where t is total number of entities.
Tang et al. (2015) presents an itemset based approach for
mining contextual outliers on categorical data, however it
also does not scale well.

APE (Chen et al. 2016) is a state-of-the-art embedding
based approach. Entities are represented in a common em-
bedding space and pairwise interactions between them are
computed to obtain the likelihood of a record. Dependence
on pairwise co-occurrence relationships between entities
might not capture higher order relationships, and results
in training time that is polynomial in terms of the number
of entities. Chen et al. (2017) uses autoencoder ensemble
for anomaly detection on continuous-valued data. Wang et
al. (2018) presents an embedding norm based model for be-
havioral prediction in citation networks. Works such as Hu
et al. (2016) proposed network anomaly detection using rep-
resentation learning.

3 Proposed Anomaly Detection Method

Embeddings can capture co-occurrence relationships be-
tween entities efficiently without explicit enumeration, such
as in itemset or conditional frequency based approaches.
We propose the Multi-relation Embedding based Anomaly
Detection (MEAD) model to detect anomalies in categorical
multi-relational data.

Preliminaries

A domain is defined as a set of elements sharing a com-
mon property, denoted as Uj for j = 1, 2...l, where l is the
number of domains. A domain Uj consists of a set of enti-
ties. The ith entity belonging to the jth domain is denoted
by eij . There is no implicit ordering among entities in a do-
main. The count of entities in a domain is termed as arity of
the domain. A tuple of entities, with one entity belonging to
each of the l domains forms a multi-relation or record. It is
denoted as r, and the set of all records as R. More formally,
r =

⋃
j∈1...l{erj}. Here erj is the entity in record r belonging

to jth domain. Context is defined as the reference group of
entities with which an entity occurs, implying an entity can
be present in multiple contexts. The context for an entity erj
with respect to a record r is the set

⋃
i �=j e

r
i .

Problem statement: Given a dataset R consisting of mul-
tivariate categorical data (records) which are assumed to be
normal, learn a model that can predict the likelihood of a test
record being normal. The test records with likelihood below
a threshold are judged anomalous.

Model Architecture

The model architecture consists of a single embedding layer
so that all entities belonging to all domains are represented
in the same latent space. We define embedding as a trans-
formation fj for the jth domain. Let the embedding of the
entity in record r belonging to the jth domain be fj(erj), de-
noted is as xr

j . Each domain has a weight which is denoted as
Wj . The Hadamard product between Wj and xr

j obtains the
weighted entity embedding, as shown in Eq. (1). We apply a
non-linearity on the square of the Euclidean (L2) norm of the
resulting weighted vector to obtain the likelihood of occur-
rence, or score, of a record r, as defined in Eq. (2). The use
of the hyperbolic tangent function, tanh, ensures the scores
are between 0 and 1, since the input is always positive. A test
record with a high score is deemed normal, whereas records
with low scores are considered anomalous. The non-linear
activation function (tanh) has a faster convergence rate than
a standard logistic function (LeCun et al. 2012). We find that
the sigmoid function performs only marginally worse.

zrj = Wj � xr
j ; zr =

(
‖Σl

j=1z
r
j ‖2

)2

(1)

Pθ(r) = tanh(zr) (2)

The entity embeddings are trained based on the context in
a way that can capture co-occurrence relationships between
entities. The aim of the model is to calculate the approxi-
mate likelihood, or score, of a transaction based on the em-
beddings of the constituent entities. The intuition for our ap-
proach is that the weighted sum of entities corresponding to
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Table 1: Dataset names and descriptions of the domain names for each and their respective arities in parenthesis. The training
and test set sizes for each test case are reported in last two columns.

Data Set Domains (Arity) Train Size Test Size

Peru Export
(PE)

Customs Code (10), Location Code (117), Port of Unlading (349), HTS Code (56,
Shipment Destination (78), Shipper ID (577), Transport Method (5) 32108

TC-1: 5159
TC-2: 5152

China Import
(CI)

Admin Region (386), Consignee ID (5270), Country of Sale (122), Province (31),
Shipment Origin (127), Trade Type (10), Transport Method (6), HTS Code (74) 81896

TC-1: 25572
TC-2: 25574

China Export
(CE)

Admin Region (456), Country of Sale (193), Province (31), Shipment Destination (193),
HTS Code (85), Shipper ID (9227), Trade Type (9), Transport Method (6) 216614

TC-1: 77579
TC-2: 77579

US Import 1
(US-1)

Carrier (548), Consignee ID (5113), Port of Lading (238), Port of Unlading (64),
Shipment Destination (113), Shipment Origin (116), Shipper ID (6193), HTS Code (95) 140382

TC-1: 51190
TC-2: 51190

US Import 2
(US-2)

Carrier (701), Consignee ID (8960), Port of Lading (286), Port of Unlading (75),
HTS Code (97), Shipment Destination (136), Shipment Origin (126), Shipper ID (10661) 238927

TC-1: 81238
TC-2: 81238

valid transactions should be additive in nature. This is due to
the co-occurrence of such entities and their shared contexts.
Let θ be the parameters of the model and Pθ(r) be the prob-
ability distribution that estimates the likelihood of a record
being normal. Let Pe be the empirical distribution of data.
Our goal is to determine a set of embeddings that models
the likelihood of a record being normal. To find a distribu-
tion Pθ that approximates the empirical distribution Pe such
that the distance between them is minimized, we restate our
objective as minθ KL-Divergence(Pθ‖Pe). Simplifying and
removing some constants we get the form shown in Eq. (3).

d = −Σr∈RPe(r). log(Pθ(r)) (3)

Given the exponentially large possible combinations of enti-
ties that can form records, a direct estimation of likelihood of
records is computationally intractable. An indirect approxi-
mation approach is required and for this purpose negative
sampling is chosen. The complete loss function is defined
in Eq. (4). While training the model, Pe(r) for normal in-
stances is assumed to have a value of 1.

L = −
(∑

r∈R

(
logPθ(r) +

∑

k∈r′
log(tanh(z−1

k ))
))

+ LZ (4)

LZ =
∑

r∈R

1

|l|
l∑

j=1

(1− ‖zrj ‖2)2 (5)

The negative sign on the first collective term is to change
the maximization objective to a minimization. The recipro-
cal of the norm of negative samples is taken before applying
tanh since the model should be trained such that their scores
should be very low. The second part of the the first compo-
nent in Eq. (4) is the sum of log likelihood of negative sam-
ples. Here r′ is the set of negative samples corresponding to
multi-relation r. The term in Eq. (5) is added to force the
representations of the entities to have an L2 norm close to 1.
This helps in achieving interpretability of the model output,
as explained in Section 5.

Context Preserving Negative Sampling

Negative sampling is an adaptation of Noise Contrastive Es-
timation (Gutmann and Hyvärinen 2010). Negative samples
for records are defined contextually since a combination of

entities may be present in certain contexts but absent in oth-
ers. Generation of negative samples for multi-relations has
two major challenges.

First, exhaustive computation of all possible negative
samples is intractable given the large size of the datasets.
However the negative samples must have adequate varia-
tion as well. Second, negative samples should resemble the
original record to an extent and not be equivalent to ran-
dom noise. This is to ensure the model learns co-occurrence
of entities in various contexts. Chen et al. (2016) proposes
an approach for generating negative samples for record data
where one domain’s entity is perturbed per negative sample.
This does not scale well as number of domains increases.

Thus we propose the the approach shown in Algorithm 1,
utilizing random subspace sampling (Barandiaran 1998). By
randomly perturbing a part of the record, the relative con-
text of the unperturbed set of entities, as well the entire
record, changes. At the same time this also introduces varia-
tion among negative samples, although by preserving at least
half the entities resemblance to the original record is main-
tained. This leads to negative samples that accurately train
the model.

Algorithm 1: Context preserving negative sampling
Data: Training records
Result: Negative samples for each training record
for each training record r ∈ R do

for i = 1:k negative samples do
Select j ∈ [1, �l/2�) domains randomly;
for each domain in j do

Replace original entity with a randomly
chosen entity (same domain);

4 Model Evaluation and Analysis

Data

Real world trade data sets containing partially standardized,
individual bills of lading are obtained from Panjiva (2019).
We use 5 sets of import and export data from 3 different
countries (US, China and Peru) for our evaluation. Records
unrelated to timber products are discarded, using item de-
scription codes as explained in Section 6. The data is first
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Table 2: Comparison of performance in terms of average
precision between the baselines and our method.

Case Method PE CI CE US-1 US-2

TC-1
Condition 0.565 0.696 0.686 0.588 0.598
APE 0.913 0.915 0.947 0.833 0.894
MEAD 0.896 0.949 0.949 0.971 0.970

TC-2
Condition 0.583 0.739 0.716 0.609 0.615
APE 0.943 0.922 0.982 0.963 0.956
MEAD 0.947 0.982 0.983 0.992 0.991

Table 3: Comparison between average precision of Comprex
and MEAD. Due to the long run-time of Comprex, 2000 test
samples are used. Average run time on test samples is shown
with each method demonstrating the scalability of MEAD.

Method PE CI CE US-1 US-2

Comprex
TC-1 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.94 —
TC-2 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 —
Time(s) 249 425 515 1142 DNF

MEAD
TC-1 0.90 0.95 0.94 0.96 0.97
TC-2 0.94 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99
Time(s) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03

preprocessed by selecting relevant attributes and removing
rows with missing values. Attributes which are superfluous
and with entropy of 0 or 1 are removed. Subsets of the en-
tire dataset are used for evaluation, with different sizes to
understand model performance with varying number of en-
tities and records. We train the model on part of the data
and use the chronologically subsequent segment as test set.
Instances present in training data are removed from the test
set. To test the performance of our algorithm, we evaluate
how well it captures unexpected or unusual co-occurrences
of entities which are considered anomalies. Due to absence
of labelled data we generate two cases of anomalies to be de-
tected. In TC-1 a pair of entities from each test set record are
randomly perturbed. For TC-2 we perturb a triplet of entities.
Thus there are two test sets with both normal and anomalous
records for each dataset, similar to reference (Chen et al.
2016). In generating negative samples for all relevant meth-
ods, we ensure negative samples do not overlap with training
data. The details of the datasets used are shown in Table 1.

Baselines and Results

The area under the precision-recall curve (average precision)
is reported over multiple test runs for each method in Ta-
bles 2 and 3. The following baselines are used.
Condition (Das and Schneider 2007) uses conditional prob-
ability tests along with heuristics to determine anomalous
instances. We set hyper-parameters α = 0.1 and β = 0.1. k
is set to 2 for dataset CE and 1 for others.
APE (Chen et al. 2016) uses a common embedding to rep-
resent the entities and computes the pairwise interaction be-
tween them to calculate the likelihood of a multi-relation
(event) occurring.
Comprex (Akoglu et al. 2012) is a compression (Minimum

Description Length Principle) based approach as discussed
in Section 2. It does not require any parameters. We used the
authors original implementation for our experiments.

MEAD performs equivalent or better than both Condition
and APE in most cases. While APE performs comparably for
smaller datasets, our method handles larger datasets better.
Comparison with Comprex is shown in Table 3, with both
the average precision and testing time reported. Due to the
long run time of Comprex a smaller test set of 2000 records
is sampled from the original datasets. While Comprex pro-
vides better results in some cases, no significant advantage is
observed for larger datasets. However the test time of Com-
prex is very high, and we are unable to train the model for
the largest dataset (US-2) after running for 2 days, making
it unsuitable for such use cases, as also noted in (Chen et al.
2016; Taha and Hadi 2019). For numerical stability, a very
small number (10−8) is added in logarithmic computations
and gradient clipping is used. The Adam optimizer is used
for training embedding models.

Model Parameters and Analysis

Negative Samples are used in training the model. The in-
tuitive understanding is that more negative samples would
lead to a better approximation, thus a more accurate model.
The model performance for varying numbers of negative
samples per record used in training the model is reported
in Figure 2a. A comparatively smaller number of negative
samples does not deteriorate performance drastically. Thus
MEAD can be trained with a small number of negative sam-
ples incurring a lower computational cost, especially for a
large datasets. Embedding size is an crucial hyperparam-
eter, since a larger embedding can encode more informa-
tion. Average precision as embedding size increases for all
datasets, averaged over both test cases, is reported in Fig-
ure 2b. Increasing embedding size increases model perfor-
mance, though it plateaus after a certain point. Also, datasets
with a large number of entities benefit from a larger embed-
ding size which coincides with our intuition. Scalability is
one of the key requirements for a model to be effective in
a practical application. The execution times for MEAD and
baselines are shown in Figure 2c. While Condition has a low
execution time using k = 1, the average precision is infe-
rior. APE has greater execution time due to O(l2) pairwise
computations and k × l negative samples. Comprex has the
highest computational cost making it unsuitable.

5 Interpretability

Though not adequately addressed by existing methods, in-
terpretability is crucial in terms of usability for end users.
As shown in Eq. (5), the model is optimized so that the L2

norm or magnitude of weighted embeddings vectors for the
entities is approximately 1. Thus while vectors have approx-
imately equal magnitude, their direction encodes informa-
tion about interactions among entities represented by them.
It may be imagined that vectors lie on the surface of a hyper-
sphere. The intuition here is that embedding vectors for usu-
ally co-occurring entities are similarly oriented. Thus their
sum, and hence L2 norm of their sum will be high. Conse-
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Figure 2: (a) Effect of varying the number of negative samples on model performance for each dataset. The average precision
value gradually increases as number of negative samples increases. Values are averaged over both test cases. (b) Effect of
varying embedding size on model performance. Precision is averaged over both test cases per dataset. (c) Execution time (train
and test) for each of the methods on all datasets. Comprex time shown for small (2000) test set, excluding US-2.

Table 4: Interpretability: Average hit rate, averaged over
both test cases for each of the datasets.

Selection PE CI CE US-1 US-2

Random 0.37 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41
Entity score 0.57 0.58 0.61 0.58 0.60

quently, records consisting of co-occurring entities in mul-
tiple contexts have similarly aligned vectors and will have
a higher score. Conversely if a record contains a set of en-
tities that do not usually co-occur, the vectors representing
these entities will not be similarly oriented as the context.
Thus such a record will be scored low. This idea is shown
in Figure 3. As shown in Eq. (1), zrj is the weighted embed-
ding vector of the entity of domain j in multi-relation r. Let
Mr be the mean of the weighted vectors. The mean is taken
since it is a scaled sum of the embeddings that determine the
final score. Let the entity score be denoted as qrj , which is
the scalar projection of ur

j on Mr, shown in Eq. (6).

Mr =
1

|j|Σjz
r
j ; qrj =

(zrj )
TMr

||Mr||2 (6)

The entity score is meant as an indicator of to what extent
an entity is interesting in the context and can provide the
user suggestions towards understanding the anomaly. The
mean of the entity scores is taken, denoted as qr. Entities
in the record, whose scores are lower than qr, qrj < qr are
highlighted as interesting. Let there be p perturbations in the
anomaly instance and let our approach suggest q domains
to investigate. Hit rate (HR) is calculated as |(p ∩ q)|/|p|.
Approximately 50% improvement in pointing out entities to
investigate over a random approach is achieved, shown in
Table 4. While the approach does not find the exact cause,
it provides the user an effective guidance towards analysing
an anomaly.

6 Application Framework

Domain Knowledge Integration

Integration of domain knowledge is crucial to the creation
of an effective framework for detecting suspicious tim-

HTS Code
q = 0.194

Consignee
q = 0.475

Origin
(Anomalous)
q = - 0.512

Admin Region
(Anomalous)
q = - 0.024

Record mean
vector

Figure 3: A 2-D projection showing contextually anomalous
entities are divergent from the record mean, whereas the nor-
mal entity is aligned. Record ID:202859875 , dataset CI

ber trades. Data from environmental conservation oriented
sources like International Union for the Conservation of
Nature (IUCN 2019), CITES (UNEP 2019), and World
Wildlife Fund (Walker 2015) contain scientific names, com-
mon names, and region information. These are ingested and
processed. Botanical terms (family, genus, species) and key-
words pertaining to relevant high risk timber are extracted
using labels internal to these data sources and inputs from
our partnering domain experts. They are processed and col-
lated to obtain the set of high risk timber specific flora with
common names, genus and species for each. This is a chal-
lenging task as data is scattered and nomenclatures are often
incomplete or have multiple conflicting versions.

Harmonized System (HS) codes and Harmonized Tariff
Schedule (HTS) codes describe the type of goods traded.
Their text descriptions contain some scientific (mostly genus
level) and common names of plants (Chan et al. 2015).
These have a hierarchical structure with a staggered gran-
ularity among the first two, four and six digits. The first six
digits are standardized by World Customs Organization, and
four additional country specific digits add further granular-
ity. We use the six digit HTS codes as the trade data utilized
for this work has the last four digits redacted (Panjiva 2019).
HTS code data consisting of codes and their respective de-
scriptions at all resolutions are collected, cleaned and pro-
cessed to obtain associated keywords at the resolution of six
digits. The HTS codes are utilized in multiple stages. Firstly,
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Figure 4: User interface of application framework with col-
lapsed and expanded views.

trade records are selected that match domain expert speci-
fied two and four digit HTS codes (e.g. 44, 9303) which are
known to contain timber products. After the anomaly detec-
tion model (MEAD) is run and the records are scored, spe-
cific human defined filters based on six digit HTS codes are
applied to highlight actionable records.

Using regular expressions and n-gram based keyword
matches on text descriptions associated with six digit HTS
codes that may contain known high risk timber from collated
domain specific sources are extracted. Furthermore, HTS
codes covered by legislation like the Lacey Act and country-
specific logging and export bans are also obtained (Forest-
Trends 2017, USDA 2017). Thus if a record has HTS code
matching any one of these human defined filters, the ana-
lyst can further investigate the record. It is important to note
that while certain HTS codes may contain high risk species
they may correspond to such a large number species and be
present in so many trades that a simple rule-set based match-
ing is neither analyzable nor actionable by analysts.

Application Interface

A user interface is developed for analysts to observe, analyze
and provide feedback on results. A table with two sub-views
is used to display transactions, sorted by scores so as to show
more suspicious records first. A collapsed view displays the
most important domains for each record, which have been
selected according to preference of domain experts. This
provides flexibility without clutter, given the large number
of domains. A further expanded view displays all the do-
mains to present the complete information, allowing for in-
depth analysis by end users. In this view the analyst can also
provide feedback through dedicated buttons and a text box
for comments. Given an anomaly may be differently inter-
preted by an analyst compared to data mining practitioner
and ground truth is unavailable, user inputs can help in inter-
user collaboration and subsequent refinement of system de-
sign and performance. Search and sort functions are pro-
vided in the interface, along with pagination tools to enhance
usability. All development has been done using Python 3
and uses libraries such as Tensorflow, Django, spaCy and
NLTK. We plan to containerize the framework for deploy-
ment by our target users. This comprises of ensuring com-
patibility with target infrastructure, adding capacity for dy-

ID: 117387903 (5th�percentile)

Dest.Unlading
Port Origin HTS

Code
ConsigneeCarrier

Lading
Port Shipper

0.240.35 0.26 0.15-0.13 -0.07 -0.15 0.05

ID: 114457154 (1st percentile)

0.33

Carrier
Lading

Port
Unlading

Port Origin Shipper HTS
Code

Dest.Consignee

0.20 0.22 0.69-0.44 -0.01 -0.11 -0.30

Figure 5: Case study analysis of suspicious records at 1st
and 5th percentiles. Interesting domains and correspond-
ing entity scores (qrj ) are highlighted, demonstrating inter-
petability of output.

namic data ingestion in specified formats, automated retrain-
ing of the machine learning model, and formatting output to
exact specifications.

7 Case Study

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed frame-
work, a case study is presented here. Due to confidentiality
reasons, we are unable to list specific names or identifying
information of countries, shipments, and ports.

For the case study, MEAD is trained on US Import data for
6 months of the year 2015 and data from the next 3 months
is taken as the test set. The records in the test set are sorted
in non-decreasing order by their scores. Subsequently HTS
code based human defined filters are applied to obtain user
relevant records. Anomalies are expected to be few among
the data and have low scores, and thus we randomly select
and investigate records with scores at different percentiles.

The first record considered (ID 114457154) has a score in
the 1st percentile. The record and its associated entity scores
(qj) are shown in Figure 5 with interesting entities high-
lighted in red. There is no preexisting record of a transac-
tion between this consignee and this shipper. The consignee
also has never previously imported items with the HTS code
940161, which can contain endangered timber. Further, this
shipper has no previous record of shipping to this destination
and neither the shipper nor consignee has had any previous
shipments through this carrier. Thus there are multiple unex-
pected co-occurrences present in the record, which is inter-
preted as anomalous and is therefore deemed potentially sus-
picious. Here the entity scores successfully highlight the do-
mains that constitute the unusual co-occurrences. The next
record we analyze (ID 117387903), is in the 5th percentile.
We note that both the shipper and the consignee have previ-
ous transactions involving the HTS code 440792. However,
it is found that there are no previous transactions involving
this consignee and this carrier. Furthermore, this carrier has
never previously transported items with this HTS code. The
shipper has not previously shipped through either this car-
rier or this lading port. Thus there are multiple unexpected
co-occurrences which makes this record potentially suspi-
cious. The record and its associated entity scores are shown
in Figure 5. Similar to the previously analyzed case, the in-
teresting entities are highlighted by our method.
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The last record we present (ID 116654151) has a score in
the 90th percentile (not shown for brevity). The correspond-
ing HTS code 440710 matches the list of curated HTS codes
that can contain high risk timber. However the lowest fre-
quency of entity co-occurrence among entities of the record
is 5, between the consignee and the shipper. The next lowest
co-occurrence frequency is 10, between consignee and des-
tination. So this record does not present an instance of un-
expected trading pattern, with other entity combinations co-
occurring with higher frequency. This record has been aptly
scored high by our model, reflecting a higher chance of be-
ing normal. The above examples, where suspicious records
are correctly scored low and normal ones are scored higher,
demonstrate the overall effectiveness of our method in find-
ing potentially suspicious trade records.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

Detection of potentially suspicious and possibly illegal tim-
ber trade, which bears ecological and economic detriments,
is a compelling yet challenging problem. In our framework
we combine machine learning and domain knowledge to
propose a solution to this task. The proposed embedding-
based anomaly detection approach achieves better accuracy
and scalability than the state-of-the-art in our experiments
on trade data. Case studies demonstrate how our framework
can effectively identify potentially suspicious trades in real
large-scale data. The framework is designed with an inter-
face that focuses on functionality and flexibility. The in-
put provided by domain experts and users is important for
future research that can include semi-supervised or active
learning-based approaches, and can lead to improvements
in model interpretability. Ablation studies, that is, compar-
ing performance across control groups of analysts with and
without the framework for the given task, would constitute a
more formal evaluation. The key metrics would include time
taken to accomplish tasks that identify suspicious trades and
throughput efficiency, precision and recall. Our target users
are interested in automating their workflow at present and
our method performs well, as demonstrated.

Refining the overall system through such an in-situ eval-
uation process to fine tune the interaction between users, in-
terface and algorithm is part of planned future work. There
is room for research into improving our method and frame-
work such as taking into account concept drift in trade
records, dealing with suspicious trade instances which are
non-anomalous and customizing the user interface further
as per requirements of analysts. Thus our current work mo-
tivates a continuing research direction.
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